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Diagram representations of charge pumping processes in CMOS transistors�
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Abstract: A diagram representation method is proposed to interpret the complicated charge pumping (CP) processes.
The fast and slow traps in CP measurement are defined. Some phenomena such as CP pulse rise/fall time dependence,
frequency dependence, the voltage dependence for the fast and slow traps, and the geometric CP component are clearly
illustrated at a glance by the diagram representation. For the slow trap CP measurement, there is a transition stage and
a steady stage due to the asymmetry of the electron and hole capture, and the CP current is determined by the lower
capturing electron or hole component. The method is used to discuss the legitimacy of the newly developed modified
charge pumping method.
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1. Introduction

The charge pumping (CP) technique is a well established
method developed in the last century to detect interface traps
in CMOS transistorsŒ1; 2�. Recently there is renewed interest
in the CP method due to the following new advancements in
CMOS technology: (1) High-k gate dielectric is used to re-
place the conventional SiO2 or SiON gate dielectrics with a
more complicated dielectric structure with a SiO2 interfacial
layer and a high-k dielectric layer. Several works use the CP
method to investigate the oxide charge distribution in high-k
gate dielectricsŒ3�5�. (2) The interface traps generated under
the bias temperature instability (BTI) stress can be recovered
when the stress is interruptedŒ6�10�, leading to underestimation
of the interface trap generation rate measured by CP measure-
ment, since the conventional CP method should interrupt the
stress for more than 0.1 s during measurementŒ10; 11�. Recently
a modified CP (MCP) method was developed to avoid the long
interruption of stress during CP measurementŒ12; 13�. The MCP
method simply extends the inversion level Vinv of the CP pulse
to the stress voltage and keeps the duty cycle of Vinv as large as
possible, therefore the stress is almost “on” during measure-
ment. However, very recently, a critical concern was raised
from Ref. [14] that the MCP measurement, due to the differ-
ent Vinv used in the stress phase and initial/recovery phase,
may measure the different CP current components contributed
by the slow oxide charge (the oxide charge with long capture
time constant) at the stress phase and the initial/recovery phase,
causing an artificial transient jump at the beginning of the stress
phase and recovery phase.

The mathematical and physical analysis of the charge
pumping process is quite complicated and therefore hard to
catch straightforwardlyŒ2; 4�. In the history of physics research,
the diagram method has been very powerful to illustrate and

simplify complicated physical processes. A famous example is
the Feynman diagram used in the perturbation theory of quan-
tum field-electron interactionŒ15� to simplify the complicated
high order perturbation processes in a very clear and straight-
forward diagram representation. In this paper, a diagram repre-
sentation method is developed to illustrate at a glance the com-
plicated CP process to catch all key points. The diagram repre-
sentation is then used to analyze the CP measurement measur-
ing interface traps and oxide charge. In particular, the method
is used to demonstrate how to reduce the error due to the oxide
charge contribution in the MCP method.

2. Diagram representations of CP processes
The diagrams in Fig. 1 represent the CP processes for a p-

MOSFET. It illustrates all the key points in the complicated CP
process in one glance. Figure 2 represents the complementary
processes for an n-MOSFET. In the following, we will only
discuss the case of the p-MOSFET, and the results can be ex-
tended to the n-MOSFET easily. Figure 1(a) represents one cy-
cle of the CP pulse applied to the p-MOSFET gate. In Figs. 1(b)
and 1(c), the longitudinal axes represent time t and the verti-
cal axes represent the change of total charge �Q in the traps
(oxide traps or interface traps) in the CP process. Figure 1(b)
is for the fast trap and Figure 1(c) is for the slow trap. For the
case of interface traps with uniform trap density in the energy
spaceŒ2�, the vertical axes also represent Ec – Eem, where Ec
is the bottom of the conduction band at the surface and Eem is
the quasi Fermi level of the electrons in the interface traps, as
illustrated in Fig. 1(d). �Q curve in Fig. 1 is the simulation
curve by integrating the transient CP current in Fig. 3, as will
be illustrated in a later section.

Following the discussion in Ref. [2], 6 time zones are di-
vided in Fig. 1. In zone (1), the channel surface is under accu-
mulation and depletion and there are no holes at the channel
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Fig. 1. (a) One CP pulse cycle applied to the p-MOSFET gate. (b)
Change of charge �Q in the interface or fast oxide traps. The solid
(open) arrows represent electron (hole) flow, corresponding to the
substrate (s/d) current. The arrows oriented up represent the charge
carrier (electron or holes) flow out, measured at the transistor elec-
trode (substrate or s/d). The arrows oriented down represent the charge
carrier flow into the electrode. The slope of the arrow direction repre-
sents the current value. The CP current per cycle ICP=f is represented
by the �Q difference between the eh point and the he point. Here the
eh and he points are the crossing points between solid and open ar-
rows. For more explanation see the text. (c) Same as (b) but for slow
oxide traps. (d) The band diagram at the Si–SiO2 interface. A uniform
density of states of interface traps is drawn. The interface states be-
low the quasi-Fermi energy Eem are all occupied by electrons while
the interface states above Eem are all empty. Eem may be different
from the Si bulk Fermi energy EF in the non-steady state in the CP
processŒ2�.

surface. The CP process mainly consists of electron emission
from the traps to the substrate conduction band, controlled by
the electron emission rate en, causing electrons to flow out of
the substrate electrode. In zones (2) and (3, TL/, jVgj > jVTHj,

Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for an n-MOSFET. The solid (open) arrows
represent electron (hole) flow, corresponding to the s/d (substrate) cur-
rent. In (d), Eem may be different from the Si bulk Fermi energy EF
in the non-steady state in the CP process.

the channel is under inversion with lots of holes. The CP pro-
cess mainly consists of hole capturing by traps from the chan-
nel valence band, controlled by the hole capture time con-
stantŒ2�:

�h D
1

vhth�hps
; (1)

where vhth is the thermal velocity of valence holes, ps is the
surface hole concentration, and �h is the capture cross section
of hole by trap. This process causes the CP current flow into
the s/d electrode. In zone (4), the surface is under inversion and
depletion and there are no electrons at the channel surface. The
CP process mainly consists of hole emission from the traps to
the channel valence band, controlled by the hole emission rate
eh, causing CP current flow out of the s/d electrodes. In zones
(5) and (6, TH/, the channel surface has a lot of electrons. The
CP process mainly consists of electron capturing by traps from
the substrate conduction band, controlled by electron capture
time constant:
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Fig. 3. Simulation results of the transient charge pumping current i in
the p-MOSFET. (Two trap energy levels of 0.17 eV below the con-
duction band and 0.17 eV above the valance band are used. The cap-
ture cross section � is 10�16 cm2 for both electron and holeŒ2�. The
substrate doping concentration is 5 � 1017 cm�3.) The hole transient
current is the simulated hole flow from the channel valence band to the
interface traps. The electron transient current is the simulated electron
flow from the interface traps to the substrate conduction band. There
is an overlapping time region of electron emission and hole capture,
close to the eh point. However, at each time instant there is a dominant
process of either emission or capture, with a crossing point at eh. A
similar argument is applied to the he point. The �Q curve in Fig. 1
corresponds to the integration curve of the transient current curve in
Fig. 3.

�e D
1

veth�ens
; (2)

where veth is the thermal velocity of conduction electrons, ns is
the surface electron concentration, and � e is the capture cross
section of electron by trap. This process causes CP current flow
into the substrate electrode. The following symbols and rules
are used to understand the diagram:

The solid (open) arrows represent electron (hole) flow, cor-
responding to the substrate (s/d) current.

The arrows oriented up represent the charge carrier (elec-
tron or holes) flow out, measured at the transistor electrode
(substrate or s/d). The arrows oriented down represent the
charge carrier flow into the electrode. The slope of the arrow
direction represents the current value. As shown in the figure,
the slope is mainly affected by � (� e or �h/. For a smaller �

value, the slope and the Qeh (or Qhe/ become larger.
The CP current per cycle ICP=f is represented by the �Q

difference between the eh (denoted byQeh/ and he points (de-
noted byQhe/. Here the eh and he points are the crossing points
between solid and open arrows.

ICP=f D �Qhe � �Qeh: (3)

Fig. 4. According to Eq. (3) and this diagram, ICP=f is reduced when
the pulse rise and fall times are increased.

Figure 3 shows the numerical simulation results of the tran-
sient CP current i , using the Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) the-
ory of trapping dynamicsŒ15�. The simulation was done by Sil-
vaco Atlas software and by our own developed software with
similar results. The hole transient current is the simulated hole
flow from the channel valence band to the interface traps. The
electron transient current is simulated electron flow from the
interface traps to the substrate conduction band. From Fig. 3,
there is an overlapping time region with both electron emission
and hole capture processes close to the eh point. However, at
each time instant there is a major process of either emission
or capture. Therefore introducing the eh point which links the
capture and emission arrows in Fig. 1 to simplify the process
is a reasonable approximation. A similar argument is applied
to the he point.

Figure 4 illustrates that the measured CP current is reduced
when the pulse rise and fall times are increasedŒ2�.

3. Fast and slow traps

Both oxide traps and interface traps have the same phe-
nomenological process in CP measurement as explained in
Fig. 1. We divide all traps into two categories: (1) Fast traps
with electron and hole capture time constants less than the rise
and fall times of the CP pulses, and therefore �Q in the zones
TL and TH are saturated as shown in the diagram representation
Fig. 1(b). When the rise and fall times are in the range of 10�7s
(dV=dt D 20 V/�s in our measurements), the interface traps
with capture cross section � � 10�16 to 10�15 cm2Œ2� belong
to the fast trap category. There is also a small amount of fast
oxide traps belonging to the fast trap categorywith trapping/de-
trapping time constants shorter than 1 �sŒ16�. It is clear that
when the dV=dt in the rise and fall time is fixed, the measured
CP current per cycle ICP=f contributed by the fast traps is inde-
pendent of TL and TH (and therefore CP frequency), as shown
in Fig. 5(a), and it is also independent of VH (when VH causes
channel accumulation) and VL (when VLcauses channel inver-
sion), as shown in Fig. 6(a). (2) Slow oxide traps with electron
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Fig. 5. According to Eq. (3) and this diagram, when dV=dt in the rise
and fall time is fixed, (a) ICP=f contributed by the fast traps is in-
dependent of TL and TH (and therefore CP frequency), (b) while that
contributed by the slow oxide traps is dependent on TL and TH (and
therefore frequencyf /.

and hole capture time constants longer than the rise and fall
times of the CP pulse, and therefore �Q changes in the zones
TL and TH as shown in the diagram in Fig. 1(c). From the dia-
gram and Eqs. (1) and (2), it is clear that the measured ICP=f

contributed by the slow oxide traps is dependent on TL and TH
(and therefore frequencyf Œ17�/, as shown in Fig. 5(b). ICP=f

is also dependent on VL (or VH/ as shown in Fig. 6(b), since ps
(or ns/ in Eq. (1) (or Eq. (2)) is dependent on VL (or VH/.

4. Analysis of the MCP measurement

Themodified CP (MCP) method is a direct extension of the
conventional CP method measured with the following modifi-
cation to the gate pulses. (1) The low level of the gate pulse is
set to be the stress voltage. (2) The duty cycle of the high level
is set to a minimum, in order to reduce the recovery during the
measurementŒ12; 13�. For the fast trap measurement, it is legiti-
mate to use different VL and different duty cycles in the stress
phase and initial/recovery phase respectively as used in our
MCP method. The number of interface traps increases under

Fig. 6. According to Eq. (3) and this diagram, when the dV=dt in the
rise and fall time is fixed, (a) ICP=f contributed by the fast traps is
independent of VH (when VH causes channel accumulation) and VL
(when VL causes channel inversion), (b) while that contributed by the
slow oxide traps is dependent on VH and VL.

stress phase (generation) and decreases under recovery phase
(recovery)Œ6�10�. On the other hand, as is recognized by all re-
searchersŒ10; 18�20�, the number of pre-existing oxide traps re-
mains constant in both stress and recovery phases. Therefore
the change of CP current �ICP contributed by the fast traps
mainly reflects the change of interface traps in the stress and
recovery phases.

For the slow oxide trap measurement, one should be cau-
tious using different VH or VL and different duty cycles in the
stress phase and the initial/recovery phase. By using the CP
diagram representation, Figure 7 illustrates the change of �Q

in some typical CP processes used in MCP measurements. For
the slow traps, �Q is mainly changed in TH (substrate current)
controlled by the electron capture time constant � e and in TL
(s/d current) controlled by the hole capture time constant �h:

A degree of capture parameter D = T/� is used to characterize
the process, where T is TH or TL, while � is �h or � e defined
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Fig. 7. Diagram representations of CP processes. (a) 50% duty cycle
of the CP pulse. There is a non-steady transition stage and a steady
stage. (b) A very small duty cycle of VH is used (TH � TL/ in the
MCP measurement in the stress phase. (c) A very small duty cycle of
VL is used (TH � TL/ in theMCPmeasurement in the initial/recovery
phase. In all cases, reduction of either TH or TL can effectively sup-
press the CP current contributed by the slow oxide traps.

in Eqs. (1) and (2). Figure 7(a) corresponds to the case of ini-
tial/recoverymeasurement in theMCPmethod. 50%duty cycle
is used with

�e > �h > TH D TL; (4)

at the initial stage of Vg D 0 or Vacc before CP measurement.
As shown in Fig. 7(a), there is a non-steady transition stage be-
causeDL D TL/�h in the TL interval is larger thanDH D TH/� e
in the TH interval. In this stage, Is=d per cycle (increase of �Q
due to hole capturing) is larger than Isub per cycle (decrease
of �Q due to electron capturing) and there is a cumulative in-
crease of �Q in one cycle. A steady stage is finally reached
with Isub D Is=d per cycle determined by the smaller D, i.e.
DH in this case. If the CP measurement time tM (usually more
than 10 ms) is much longer than � e and �h, the transition stage
can be neglected.

Figure 7(b) corresponds to the case of MCP measurement

in the stress phase (for the case of � e>�h/. A very small duty
cycle of VH is used with TH � TL and DH < DL. The CP
current is determined by DH. If the same TH and therefore DH
is used in cases (a) and (b) in Fig. 7, both cases should measure
the same ICP=f contributed by the same slow oxide traps, if
the transition stage in Fig. 7(a) can be neglected. For instance,
case (b) using 10 kHz frequency and 1% duty cycle and case
(a) using 500 kHz frequency and 50% duty cycle have the same
TH of 1�s and therefore measure the same CP current per cycle
contributed by slow oxide traps with the same � e. This has been
verified by our experiments whichwill be published elsewhere.

In Fig. 7(c), a very large duty cycle of VH is used (also for
the case of � e > �h/. TH � TL and DH may be larger than DL
and the CP current may be determined by DL.

In all cases (a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 7, reduction of either TH
or TL can effectively suppress the CP current per cycle con-
tributed by slow traps.

As for the MCP measurement, VL is more negative in
the stress phase than in the initial/recovery phase for the p-
MOSFETCPmeasurementŒ12; 13�. Therefore, for same number
of interface traps, the Icp=f per could be higher in the stress
phase than in the initial/recovery phase due to the slow trap
contribution, and might cause an abrupt change �ICP of ICP
during the stress phase and initial/recovery phase transition.
However, reducing either TH or TL inMCP can effectively sup-
press �ICP. This constitutes the key guideline of the pulse de-
sign in the MCP method.

5. Experiment results and discussions

The main results obtained by the diagram representation
of the CP discussed above have been demonstrated by the ex-
perimental results. The experiments were performed with p-
MOSFETs with a gate width/length of 10 �m/10 �m. The gate
dielectric thickness is 3.5 nm, and the nitrogen density in SiON
is 4 � 1015 cm�2. Figure 8(a) illustrates the VLOW (the low
voltage of gate pulses) dependence of the CP current (ICP/
measured at different tr = tf at room temperature. During the
measurements, the high voltage of gate pulses (VHIGH/ stays at
1.0 V. The duty cycle of gate pulses is 50% and the frequency is
10 kHz. The ICP is measured from the bulk, i.e. ICP D �Ibulk.
As shown in Fig. 8(a), for each tr D tf, ICP increases slowly
when VLOW decreases from –0.5 to –3.0 V. This is consistent
with the results discussed in the previous section and Fig. 6. If
there are only fast traps, ICP is expected to be independent of
VLOW. However, the measured ICP is the overall contribution
from the fast and slow traps. The increase of ICP with –VLOW is
the contribution from slow traps. When VLOW decreases, more
slow traps are detected.

In addition to the VLOW dependence, Figure 8(a) also shows
that ICP decreases when tr D tf increases for a fixed VLOW. This
result has been explained in Fig. 4 and discussed in the previous
section.

Figure 8(b) illustrates the VLOW dependence of the CP cur-
rent (ICP/ measured at different duty cycles (50% and 1% duty
cycle respectively) at room temperature. The ICP is measured
from the bulk, i.e. ICP D �Ibulk. For each duty cycle measure-
ment, seven ICP measurements are taken by a fixed high level
of the CP pulse .VH D 1.0 V), while VL is changed from �1 to
�4 V (lower curve in the hysteresis curve), and then changed
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Fig. 8. (a) VLOW dependence of the CP current (Icp/ measured at dif-
ferent tr = tf at room temperature. (b) VLOW dependence of the CP
current (Icp/ measured at different duty cycles (the duty cycle is de-
fined by TL=.TL C TH// at room temperature. For each duty cycle
measurement, seven ICP measurements are taken by a fixed high level
of the CP pulse .VH D 1.0 V), while VL is changed from –1 to –4 V
(lower curve in the hysteresis curve), and then changed back to –1 V
(upper curve in the hysteresis curve), all with the same dV=dt = 20
V/�s in the rise and fall times of the pulse. (c) Normalized frequency
dependence of CP current (Icp/ at room temperature.

back to –1 V (upper curve in the hysteresis curve), all with the
same dV=dt D 20 V/�s in the rise and fall times of the pulse.
There is an increase of ICP between the lower curve and up-

per curve (hysteresis), reflecting the generation of new inter-
face traps during the seven CP measurements. Comparing the
curves of the 1% duty cycle with the 50% duty measurements,
it is clearly shown that the 1% duty cycle overall effectively
suppresses the contribution of slow oxide charge contribution
in ICP. It renders a weaker VL dependence on ICP.

Figure 8 (c) illustrates the normalized ICP, i.e., ICP/ICP
(1 MHz) as a function of frequency. In these measurements,
VHIGH is kept at 1.0 V and VLOW is –3.0 V. As illustrated in the
figure, ICP only weakly depends on the frequency when it is
higher than 10 kHz. However, ICP increases more quickly for
the frequency below 10 kHz. As discussed in Fig. 5, if there
are only fast traps, ICP is independent of the frequency. Figure
8(c) gives evidence for the coexistence of fast and slow traps
since the latter contribute to a greater ICP at lower frequency,
consistent with Figs. 5(a) and 5(b).

The experimental results are also compared with the pub-
lished literatureŒ5; 21�. The change of Icp with –VLOW and that of
ICP=f with f in our experiments are relatively small as com-
pared with the literature because the gate dielectric of our de-
vices is SiONwith a small density of slow traps. The published
results show a more pronounced change since they are from
devices with high-k dielectric materials which have a higher
density of oxide (slow) traps.

6. Conclusion

This paper illustrates a powerful diagram representation
method to interpret the complicated charge pumping (CP) pro-
cesses in MOSFETs. The fast and slow traps in CP measure-
ment are defined. Most of the phenomena are clearly illustrated
at a glance by the diagram representation. For the slow trap
CP measurement, there is a transition stage and a steady stage
due to the asymmetry of the electron and hole capture, and the
CP current is determined by the lower electron or hole capture
component. The method is used to discuss the legitimacy of the
newly developed modified charge pumping (MCP) method.
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